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Knowledge Across Reference Frames:
Cognitive Maps and Image Spaces
Roberto Bottini1,* and Christian F. Doeller2,3
In human and non-human animals, conceptual knowledge is partially organized
according to low-dimensional geometries that rely on brain structures and
computations involved in spatial representations. Recently, two separate lines
of research have investigated cognitive maps, that are associated with the
hippocampal formation and are similar to world-centered representations of the
environment, and image spaces, that are associated with the parietal cortex and
are similar to self-centered spatial relationships. We review evidence supporting
cognitive maps and image spaces, and we propose a hippocampal–parietal
network that can account for the organization and retrieval of knowledge across
multiple reference frames. We also suggest that cognitive maps and image
spaces may be two manifestations of a more general propensity of the mind to
create low-dimensional internal models.

Highlights
Conceptual knowledge is partially organized in low-dimensional geometries –
‘cognitive maps’ – that are analogs of
world-centered representations of the
environment, and are associated with
the hippocampal formation, and image
spaces, that are analogs of selfcentered spatial relationships and are
mostly associated with the parietal
cortex.
The complementary activity of cognitive
maps and image spaces during conceptual retrieval and manipulation may
be akin to the dual system involved in
spatial navigation, which is based both
on self-centered and world-centered
information.

Organizing Knowledge in Low-Dimensional Space
Every second, our brains process an amazing amount of information, perceive a dynamic and
complex sensory environment, and spontaneously generate countless thoughts. Making sense of
this vast amount of data must rely on some structure and organizational principles [1,2]. Determining
exactly what these organizational principles are has proved to be a formidable challenge [3–5]. However, convergent evidence from neural, cognitive, and information sciences is pointing toward a
fascinating hypothesis: that the human brain may organize knowledge into low-dimensional
spaces (see Glossary) that we can easily navigate, explore, and manipulate as we, for example,
navigate a familiar environment, explore a picture in a frame, or manipulate an object in our hands
[1,2,6,7]. In other words, the neural machinery that evolved to map objects and structure events
in the physical world may have been recycled to map and structure knowledge within our minds [6].
Although this idea, broadly taken, has a venerable tradition [8–11], research in cognitive science
and neuroscience has only recently provided solid empirical ground for this view. We review here
evidence suggesting that the neurocognitive structures and algorithms that are recruited to
represent and navigate space are also recruited to represent and navigate (nonspatial) conceptual knowledge. In particular, we focus on, and contrast, world-centered cognitive maps (that
are usually associated with the hippocampal formation) and self-centered image spaces (usually
associated with the parietal cortex). We then attempt to integrate cognitive maps and image
spaces with the mechanisms of a hippocampal–parietal network, inspired by current models of
spatial navigation and based on complementary reference frames (allocentric and egocentric).
Finally, we discuss the role of low-dimensional conceptual spaces in cognition.

World-Centered Cognitive Maps and the Hippocampal Formation
A long history of neuropsychological studies with amnesic patients [12,13] and more recent
neuroimaging experiments [14] have shown that the hippocampal formation (i.e., the hippocampus
proper and surrounding cortices) is crucial for memory formation and retrieval. However, the

Low-dimensional mental geometries
such as cognitive maps and image
spaces may play a crucial role in goaldirected cognition, analogical thinking,
generalization, and the structuring of
abstract conceptual domains.
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hippocampal formation is also involved in spatial navigation and perception [7]. Two types of
neurons are important for spatial navigation: place cells and grid cells (Figure 1A). Place cells
[15] in the hippocampus ﬁre when an animal traverses a speciﬁc location in an environment. Grid
cells [16] discovered in the entorhinal cortex (EC) ﬁre instead at multiple locations arranged in a
strikingly regular hexagonal grid that tiles the local environment in a map-like fashion. Place cells,
grid cells, and other spatially tuned cell types in the hippocampal formation (e.g., border cells,
head direction cells) are thought to constitute the navigation system of the brain [17]. Although
originally discovered in rats, grid-like coding was later observed with noninvasive brain imaging
techniques in humans (fMRI) using an analysis that relies on the symmetrical sixfold periodicity of
these spatial representations [18]. Experiments in which participants navigated a virtual reality
environment in the MRI scanner (Figure 1B, upper panel) showed a characteristic grid-like modulation of the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal in the entorhinal cortex as a function of
movement direction [18]. Interestingly, grid-like activity extended beyond the hippocampal formation to portions of the cortex that are usually implicated in conceptual representation and high-level
cognition, such as precuneus and medial prefrontal cortex. Grid-like activity has been observed
also during imagined spatial navigation [19,20], and the presence of grid cells in human entorhinal
and medial prefrontal cortices, as well as of place cells in the hippocampus, has been conﬁrmed via
single-cell recordings in implanted epileptic patients [21,22].
In addition to real and imaged navigation, place and grid cells also support the exploration of
visual scenes [23]. Spatial view cells (similarly to place cells) increase their ﬁring rate when a particular environmental location is observed, and have been recorded in the primate hippocampus
[24,25]. Grid cells also encode the location of gaze during free viewing of visual scenes, both in
monkeys [26] and humans [27,28]. The involvement of the hippocampal formation in spatial perception (beyond memory and navigation) is also known from neuropsychological studies showing
that amnesic patients with hippocampal damage are also impaired in recognizing scenes, compared with faces, objects, or colors [29]. More speciﬁcally, the spatial perception of patients with
hippocampal damage seems to be particularly impaired when processing multiple spatial relationships [30] or when information gathered from several ﬁxations needs to be bound into a
cohesive percept [31,32]. In sum, the hippocampal formation (especially the hippocampal–
entorhinal system) seems to provide a world-centered and relational map of the surrounding
environment [16,18] and of perceptual landscapes [26–28] to guide both navigational and
viewing behavior [23].
Crucially, conceptual (nonspatial) processing also seems to rely on the same place- and grid-like
organization. When rats were trained to distinguish between different sound frequency levels in
exchange for food [33], place cells in the hippocampus ﬁred for particular frequencies, and grid
cells in the EC ﬁred for multiple frequencies (paralleling the single-place and multiple-place receptive
ﬁelds in spatial environments for place and grid cells, respectively). Crucially, in a second
experiment in which rats navigated an enclosure, the same exact cells that ﬁred for sound
frequencies also ﬁred for spatial locations, showing that place and grid cells are recruited to
represent both spatial and nonspatial information. In humans, evidence that conceptual knowledge
can be organized spatially into cognitive maps comes from an experiment in which participants
learned to associate arbitrary Christmas symbols with different bird silhouettes [34]. The birds
differed between each other in terms of neck and leg length (Figure 1B, lower panel). Thus, learning
bird–symbol associations could be seen as placing the symbols in 2D 'bird space', deﬁned by neck
length and leg length. However, this conceptual space was never made explicit, and the participants did not realize the possibility of such a representational framework [34]. Nonetheless,
when participants entered the MRI and performed different tasks involving the Christmas symbols,
the authors were able to track the 'movements' from one symbol to the other in the conceptual
2
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Glossary
Allocentric: an allocentric reference
frame is a coordinate system that is
referenced to spatial landmarks and
encodes the relationships between
objects in the environment. Allocentric
representations are independent of the
subject’s point of view.
Analogy: in its more general sense
analogy concerns the ability to compare
features and relational patterns across
different conceptual domains.
Cognitive map: originally intended as
spatial representations encoding
locations and objects in Euclidean space
from an allocentric point of view, the term
has been extended o a general
low-dimensional organization of
information along selected feature
dimensions.
Egocentric: an egocentric reference
frame is a coordinate system centered
on one’s own body, part of it, or a
given vantage point (also known as
self-centered reference). Egocentric
representations change depending
on the point of view of the subject.
Grid cells: entorhinal neurons that ﬁre in
several locations that tile the
environment according to a regular
hexagonal lattice.
Grounded: conceptual knowledge that
is grounded is represented according to
internal models that have been learned
during sensorimotor interactions with
the environment.
High-dimensional spaces: mental
representations in which concepts are
seen as points in a space that is
determined by several dimensions.
Image space: low-dimensional,
self-centered, and ﬂexible spatial
conﬁguration of mental resources that is
maintained to organize knowledge and
facilitate behavior.
Low-dimensional spaces: mental
representations in which concepts are
seen as points in a space that is
determined by a few (e.g., 1 or 2) selected
dimensions.
Mental number line: conceptual
organization in which numbers (or
magnitude in general) are represented
according to a scalar linear schema that
can be oriented along the horizontal
(left/right) or vertical (bottom/up) axis.
Mental timeline: conceptual
organization of the succession of events
according to a line that can be oriented
along the sagittal (back/front), horizontal
(left/right), or vertical (e.g., top/down)
axes.
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'bird space' by using hexagonal symmetry, and grid-like activity was seen in most of the areas
previously observed during spatial navigation. Such a grid-like coding of nonspatial conceptual
knowledge has also been demonstrated in studies where human participants navigate an olfactory
space composed of a combination of odor stimuli [35] and a feature space deﬁned by the size and
pitch of ﬁctional objects [36]. Beyond a speciﬁc grid-like code, evidence that the hippocampal–
entorhinal circuit organizes nonspatial experience into a relational and metric conﬁguration that is
well captured by low-dimensional geometries extends to several cognitive domains such as statistical regularities of events [37], their temporal duration and succession [3,38,39], concepts
in abstract feature spaces [40], semantic relationships [41], the structure of episodes in complex
narratives [42] and the relationship between characters in social interactions [43]. In sum, there is
evidence that nonspatial conceptual knowledge can be organized in low-dimensional cognitive
maps akin to the spatial representation that supports navigation in the physical world [2].

Place cells: hippocampal neurons that
are active when the animal occupies a
particular location in an environment.
Primary conceptual metaphor: a
cognitive process in which a conceptual
domain (e.g., time) is represented by
borrowing features (and/or relations
between features) from another
conceptual domain (e.g., space), based
on straightforward experiential
correlation (moving for longer time =
moving for longer space). Usually, the
source (donor) domain is more concrete
and has stronger sensorimotor bases
than the target domain.

Self-Centered Image Spaces and the Parietal Cortex
Another crucial brain region for spatial cognition is the parietal cortex, which is known to represent
the location of objects according to an egocentric frame of reference (e.g., whether something is
left/right, up/down, or far/close relative to the body [44–47]). Neurons in the parietal cortex
support both bottom-up and top-down shifts of attention towards different parts of space [48]
and encode the spatial distance of objects from the self [49].
Interestingly, recent studies have found evidence that the inferior parietal cortex also encodes
emotional and temporal 'distance', from an egocentric point of view [49]. Indeed, a machinelearning algorithm trained to classify spatially close and distant objects based on neural activity
in the inferior parietal lobule (IPL) is able, without further training, to classify close or distant events
in time (e.g., the sentences 'in a few seconds', 'a year from now' or pictures of emotionally 'close'
and 'distant' friends [50], Figure 1C). Similarly, in another study, the right IPL was activated when
participants engage in both mental space travel (positioning oneself in a given city, and moving
east or west) and in mental time travel (positioning oneself in a given year, and move past or
future), encoding both the spatial and temporal distance traveled [51].
The idea that not only spatial relationships but also other conceptual domains can be represented
in an egocentric spatial frame of reference has been largely investigated in behavioral and neuropsychological studies [52]. Time is a paradigmatic example. Temporal succession is represented
in a mental timeline along the horizontal left–right axis (Figure 1D, left panel). Participants in
behavioral experiments are faster to categorize earlier events by pressing a left key and later events
pressing a right key compared with vice versa [53], people spontaneously gesture according to
their mental timeline when talking about temporal relationships [54], and patients with left spatial
neglect also neglect the 'left side' of time: in a task where they learned a ﬁctional person’s past
and future preferences ('used to like lasagna', 'will enjoy pizza'), they selectively misremembered
the past preferences [55].
Both temporal and numerical knowledge are represented spatially. Numbers are represented
along a mental number line, where lower numbers are associated with the left side of space
and higher numbers are associated with the right side [56]. For instance, when asked to generate
random numbers, participants move their eyes according to the magnitude they have in mind,
and spontaneously look to the right before saying a larger number word (relative to the previous
word) and to the left before saying a smaller number word [57]. Similar effects are found for other
examples of ordered domains (such as days of the week, or letters of the alphabet), and for
random lists of items temporally ordered in memory [58,59], as well as for several other cognitive
domains. For instance, higher and lower pitches are spontaneously associated with higher and
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, Month 2020, Vol. xx, No. xx
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Figure 1. Allocentric and Egocentric Organization of Spatial and Nonspatial Conceptual Domains. (A) Firing of a place cell (left) and a grid cell (right) recorded from
the rat hippocampus and entorhinal cortex, respectively (adapted, with permission, from [17]). (Upper panel) Spike locations (red dots) are shown on the animal’s path (black
line) through a square enclosure. (Lower panel) Autocorrelation ﬁring ﬁelds reveal the unique spatial ﬁeld of place cells (left) and the regular hexagonal ﬁeld of grid cells (right).
(B) (Upper panel) Hexadirectional blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal emerging in the entorhinal cortex, measured by fMRI during navigation in a virtual circular arena
(adapted, with permission, from [18]). (Lower panel) A hexadirectional BOLD signal, measured by fMRI, also emerges in the entorhinal cortex during navigation of an abstract
'bird space' (adapted, with permission, from [34]). (C) A machine-learning algorithm trained on distinguishing between spatially far or close objects based on fMRI activity in the
inferior parietal lobe (IPL) can also distinguish between sentences referring to the close or far future, and between pictures of emotionally close or far friends [50]. (D) (Left panel)
Spatialized representation of the ﬂow of time along the horizontal axis is modulated by the egocentric experience of rightward or leftward orthography. (Right panel) The
spatialized representation of valence along the horizontal axis is instead modulated by the egocentric experience of spatial ﬂuency: 'right is good' for right-handed people,
'left is good' for left-handers. (E) Graphic representation of the experiment conducted by Bisiach and Luzzatti in two neglect patients [84]. The egocentric representation of
Piazza Duomo (upper panel), which depends on parietal circuits, when retrieved from memory is affected by neglect. However, the fact that the patients could remember
the whole piazza by simply changing their point of view suggests that an allocentric representation is stored (arguably in the hippocampal formation) and it is not affected
by the parietal lesion that caused the neglect. (F) (Left panel) Allocentric organization of social conceptual space where the position of an individual in a social network is
represented depending on the position of other people. (Right panel) Egocentric organization of social conceptual space where the position of an individual in a social
network is represented depending on the position of an observer. Abbreviation: ERH, entorhinal cortex.

lower spatial positions, respectively [60]; experiencing high relative to low verticality [61] or far relative to close distance [62] leads one to think more abstractly, and objects presented in the upper or
right side of space are judged more positively (compared with down- or left-located objects; [63]).
Many of these spatial schemas for nonspatial conceptual domains are viewpoint-dependent and
seem to be modeled on sensorimotor interaction with the physical world [52,64]. For instance, the
4
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direction of the mental timeline changes according to the direction of native language orthography
(Figure 1D, left panel): people who write and read in a leftward direction (e.g., in Hebrew) associate the past with the right and the future with the left [53,65]. The mental number line is modulated by ﬁnger-counting habits, such that numbers unfold rightward or leftward in the mind
depending on whether people habitually count starting with the left or the right hand, respectively
[66,67]. In the representation of valence, positive and negative valences are associated with the
right and left side of space, respectively (equivalent objects presented on the right are judged
to be ‘better’ than those on the left), but only in right-handed people [63]. Left-handers show
the opposite bias (i.e., 'left is good') (Figure 1D, right panel), and manipulating the ﬂuency of the
interaction with the left or right peripersonal space induces implicit changes of the space–valence
association [68], showing how this spatial schema is based on egocentric spatial representations.
In sum, these experiments suggest that the representation of several conceptual domains,
including time, number, valence, and social and emotional ties, is based on the recruitment of
low-dimensional egocentric schemas derived from sensorimotor experience. Although the
precise neural bases of these spatial schemas for abstract cognition are largely unknown, the
few attempts to ﬁnd their neural correlates point to the IPL as a crucial brain region [49–51,69]
(Box 1 and [56,70] for a possible complementary role of the superior parietal lobe).
The idea of body-centered, sensorimotor-grounded, and attention-mediated schemas that
structure high-level cognition is not entirely new in cognitive (neuro)science, and several names
have been proposed for it, such as image schema [11,71], attention schema [72], and mental
metaphors [52,73], that emphasize different aspects of this phenomenon – sensorimotor activity,
the role of attention, and the correlation and mapping across experiential domains, respectively.
Gibbs' deﬁnition of image schemas particularly resonates with the current account because it indicates experiential gestalts […] that emerge during sensorimotor activity as we manipulate objects, seek orientation spatially and temporally, and direct our perceptual focus for various
purposes. [Image schemas] are more abstract than ordinary visual mental images and consist

Box 1. An (Egocentric) Perspective on Past Memories
Neuroimaging experiments have shown consistent recruitment of the posterior parietal cortex, especially the angular
gyrus, during episodic memory retrieval [115], suggesting that this region plays a pivotal role in memory function. However,
this conclusion seems to be at odds with neuropsychological data from patients with parietal cortex lesions who show
no impairment in memory performance (a classic symptom, instead, of hippocampal damage [116]). A solution to this
conundrum has recently been proposed in which the parietal cortex is proposed to play a speciﬁc role in memory, namely
its centrality for autobiographical memories re-experienced from the ﬁrst-person perspective [117]. Indeed, parietal
patients do sometimes show impairment in episodic memory retrieval, but speciﬁcally for the generation of self-related events
[118]. Consistently, theta-burst stimulation (TBS) of the posterior IPL in healthy participants results in a selective reduction of
free recall of autobiographical memories (whereas word-pair memories were unaffected [117]). Furthermore, fewer autobiographical episodes experienced from a ﬁrst-person perspective are retrieved following angular gyrus TBS [117].
Interestingly, angular gyrus lesions (or transient disruption) affect the retrieval of egocentric autobiographical memories only
during free recall, but not when those memories are cued [117,118]. This result is in keeping with a prominent model of
attention [48] proposing that a ventral parietal path (that includes AG and TPJ) controls salience-based bottom-up attentional allocation, whereas a dorsal parietal path (SPL/IPS) controls top-down attentional allocation. A similar division of
labor may characterize image spaces for high-level and abstract cognition [70,114]. For instance, the ventral stream
(TPJ/IPL) may be particularly modulated by the salience of internally generated (e.g., memory-based) representations
[70], which can correlate with psychological (e.g., spatial, temporal, social) distance from the self [62,114]. On the other
hand, the superior parietal lobule may support the ﬂexible and voluntary allocation of attention in the internal mindspace
that would be useful, for instance, for manipulating information in working memory. In support of this hypothesis it has been
shown, in the SPL, that machine-learning algorithms trained to distinguish between voluntary leftward and rightward shifts
of attention in external space are able to predict, without further training, subtraction versus addition arithmetic operations
along the mental number line [119]. However, further evidence will be necessary to support such division of labor between
the ventral and the dorsal parietal lobe in abstract image spaces.
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of dynamic spatial patterns that underlie the spatial relations and movement found in actual
concrete images' ([71] p. 1992). However, in cognitive linguistics the term image schema
(or schemata) also indicates several sensorial experiences that are encoded in language (from
force dynamics, to object textures; e.g., [11]). To avoid confusion here we introduce the term
'image spaces' to refer to low-dimensional, self-centered, and ﬂexible spatial conﬁgurations of
information that are maintained to organize knowledge and guide behavior. In the next sections
we suggest that image spaces may serve a complementary role with respect to cognitive
maps during conceptual retrieval and manipulation. We also suggest that, compared with
cognitive maps, image spaces are grounded on sensorimotor experience (as egocentric spatial
representation usually are [74]) and appear to be mostly unidimensional [52,75].

Navigating Knowledge Across Different Reference Frames
Cognitive maps and image spaces may be two sides of the same coin: they may be speciﬁc
manifestations of a more general propensity of the human brain to organize knowledge in lowdimensional spaces. We suggest here that this system could be akin to the two-system model
of spatial navigation and memory, based both on allocentric and egocentric representations,
which has been extensively studied [47,76–79] and modeled [79,80] in recent decades (cf [81]
for a perspective based only on egocentric representations).
This navigation system has two major neuroanatomical hotspots: the hippocampal formation and
the parietal cortex [76,79,80]. Hippocampal regions seem to be crucial for viewpoint-independent
(allocentric, or world-centered) (Figure 1D) spatial relationships [7,80,82]. On the one hand, parietal
areas support egocentric [79] representations that change depending on the subject’s point of
view (Figure 1E); however, allocentric–hippocampal versus egocentric–parietal mapping seems
to be more a bias than an actual segregation; Box 2). Egocentric spatial representations that
change as the subject moves in the environment [82] are relatively precise but transient [74,79],

Box 2. Functional/Anatomical Mapping of Reference Frames within and beyond the Hippocampal–Parietal
Network
The association of the hippocampal formation with allocentric representations, and the parietal cortex with egocentric
representations, is probably more a bias than an actual segregation. At least, there are neurons in both hippocampal
formation and parietal cortex that show conjunctive egocentric and allocentric coding [120,121], as would be expected
for an integrated system that often needs to switch across frames of reference. View-speciﬁc representations are also
processed in the parahippocampal cortex [122], and allocentric coding has been reported in the parietal cortex [123]. It
is possible that egocentric space is represented in terms of a polar relationship in the hippocampal formation, through
the integration of the two dimensions in the Cartesian axes [43], whereas in the parietal cortex the egocentric coding is
more strictly unidimensional, representing movement and locations along one dimension at a time [75].
Beyond the hippocampal formation and the inferior parietal cortex, different regions in the brain may support (or strictly
interact with) the low-dimensional encoding of information in cognitive maps and image spaces. Three likely candidates
are the medial prefrontal cortex, the precuneus, and the retrosplenial cortex. For instance, medial prefrontal cortex is
implicated in goal-directed cognition [1], in the selection of task-relevant dimensions [124], and it shows hexadirectional
modulation in some tasks [21,35] and strong connectivity with the hippocampal formation [83]; the precuneus (medial
parietal lobe) is involved the retrieval of autobiographical memory [83], and in self-projection and mental simulations
[125,126]; the retrosplenial cortex may be important for transformations across reference frames, and has strong
anatomical connections with both medial temporal and parietal regions [78].
It might not be a coincidence that the frontal–temporal–parietal network that supports spatial navigation in the physical world
[76,127], and arguably encompasses both egocentric and allocentric representations of space [47], largely overlaps [127]
with the default mode network (DMN) that is active when individuals are consciously thinking about others and
themselves, remembering the past, or planning the future [125], and with the general semantic system [128] that is involved
in the retrieval of conceptual knowledge and multimodal simulations [99]. Our model, based on representational geometries
of various dimensionality, and a dual reference frame system to govern low-dimensional cognitive maps and image spaces,
will not lose its validity in such a distributed system that goes beyond a classic hippocampal/parietal functional segregation.
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and are strictly related to action preparation and sensorimotor information because it is necessary
to locate an object relative to one’s body (or effectors) so as to act upon it [79]. On the other hand,
allocentric spatial maps do not change with the subject’s change of perspective, are more enduring
(stored in long term memory), but are more coarsely deﬁned [79,83,84].
According to an inﬂuential model [79,80], egocentric and allocentric spatial representations are
both activated during spatial navigation. A classical and paradigmatic example suggesting that
both types of representations contribute to spatial memory recollection comes from two patients
with right parietal damage described by Bisiach and Luzzatti [84] (Figure 1E). When the patients
were asked to describe from memory the Piazza Duomo in Milan, as if they were standing with the
cathedral at their back, they could describe only the buildings to the right of the Duomo. On the
other hand, if they were asked to do the same task, as if they were facing the Duomo, they could
describe only the buildings on the other side of the square. This result suggests that patients preserved a world-centered representation of the Piazza (because they could retrieve all of it by
changing their point of view), although their parietal damage partially impaired their egocentric
access to this representation [80,84].
There is evidence that such a dual reference frame system can also mediate the retrieval of nonspatial conceptual knowledge via cognitive maps and image spaces. Conceptual processing
and organization in the hippocampal formation (especially within the hippocampal–entorhinal
network) presents remarkable similarities to the organization of allocentric spatial maps [2]. For
instance, the hippocampus encodes the distance between points in space [85] as well as the
conceptual distance (i.e., similarity) between concepts along selected dimensions [40], the
map-like structure provided by grid cells during spatial navigation is also present during the exploration of abstract conceptual spaces [34–36], and both spatial (e.g., complex landscapes) and
nonspatial (e.g., complex narratives) information are represented with a different level of granularity (i.e., zooming-in, zooming-out) along the hippocampal long axis [42,86]. In sum, the hippocampal formation seems to provide relational low-dimensional maps for conceptual knowledge
along selected feature dimensions that are comparable with allocentric representations of lowdimensional physical landscapes (Figure 1F).
Furthermore, image spaces may be involved in conscious access and attentional manipulation of
information, thus constituting an egocentric representational space for conceptual knowledge
(Figure 1F). For instance, whereas the hippocampal formation represent conceptual distance in
global relational terms [2,40], the IPL seems to represent conceptual distance from a deictic
'here and now' that is taken as a reference and often coincides with the position of the self in
space, time, and social networks [49–51].
One of the crucial aspects of egocentric spatial representations is that they are grounded in
speciﬁc, although ﬂexible, sensorimotor experiences of the world [74,79]. Interestingly, image
spaces also show egocentric ﬂexibility and sensorimotor grounding. For instance, lateral (left to
right) spatial schemas of time, number, and valence can be reoriented by transient experiences
with unusual orthographic directions, ﬁnger-counting direction, and sensorimotor ﬂuency,
respectively [53,67,68].
These results suggest that, like egocentric and allocentric representations of the environment,
image spaces and cognitive maps may operate at different levels of abstraction. On the one
hand, the relationship between space and nonspatial knowledge in image spaces may be mostly
modeled after perceptual and sensorimotor experience [67]. Bodily actions, attentional movements and their spatial correlates become the template on which knowledge can be organized
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and manipulated: future events are placed 'in front' of us like future physical locations are ahead of
us while we walk [87], and spatial attention can internally move from one concept to the other in
working memory as it moves from one object to the other in space [59,88]. Although such egocentric and experience-based spatial schemas are necessarily limited to conceptual dimensions
that can be easily mapped to the movements of spatial attention (Box 3) or that correlate with
egocentric spatial experience [52,67], they provide a self-centered frame of reference in which
knowledge can be consciously accessed and manipulated.
In addition, the spatial organization of knowledge in cognitive maps may allow the extraction of
conceptual relationships that cannot be easily remapped on sensorimotor and attentional
schemas but are necessary to form more abstract and integrated conceptual representations.
For instance, food dishes can be represented in terms of how much we like them (valence) and
how long it takes to cook them (time), although valence and time are not necessarily correlated
in our experience (Figure 2A); taken singularly, some dimensions can be represented according
to learned sensorimotor schemas (e.g., duration can be represented along a mental timeline;
valence along a left–right gradient). However, the arbitrary combination of two uncorrelated
dimensions of experience may require an abstraction from sensorimotor schemas and the creation of a multidimensional coordinate system. This may be one of the reasons why image spaces
associated with the parietal cortex are often unidimensional ([75] and Box 3), whereas hippocampal cognitive maps seem to combine more than one dimension ([2]; also [89] for evidence of 3D
representation in the medial temporal lobe).
The coexistence of cognitive maps and image spaces during conceptual navigation raises questions about their interaction – is conceptual information transformed across frames of reference?
And how? On the one hand, as it is the case for spatial frames of reference during physical
navigation, the two systems could work in parallel but be partly independent from each other
[79,90]. Such an independence might be even greater in the case of cognitive maps and image
spaces compared with their 'physical' counterparts: whereas positional and geometrical

Box 3. Unidimensionality and the Parietal Cortex
An egocentric organization of knowledge, and its relationship with the attentional system, can partly explain the predominantly 1D organization of image spaces [52], compared with the 2D organization of cognitive maps [34]. Ego-related representations of objects, especially for manipulation and approach/avoidance behavior, usually restrict the focus of attention to
one single object (spatial region), while ignoring others (at least momentarily). Interestingly, in the inferior parietal cortex of
monkeys (region LIP), that is known for its involvement in spatial attention [129], neurons seem to encode relevant perceptual
and conceptual information with similar signatures. Recent evidence suggests that LIP neurons reduce high-dimensional
perceptual and conceptual information to a 1D scalar code [130–132]. For instance, when monkeys learn to distinguish between three different pairs of shapes, parietal neurons encoded different categories (pairs) by ﬁring more for one arbitrary pair,
less for a second pair, and even less for the third [132]. Instead of observing a comparable number of LIP neurons that are
activated by each category (with comparable strength), neurons in inferior parietal cortex showed a linear preference for one
attended category over the others. In a recent review of this line of research, Summerﬁeld and colleagues [75] suggested, in
line with our dual reference frame model, that neuronal populations in the parietal cortex may provide 1D scalar schemas that
organize information. Notably, the parietal cortex is known to be involved in the representation of magnitudes across
several domains (e.g., space, time, quantity, brightness) according to a unidimensional prothetic code (i.e., 'less/more
than X') [133]. Although the mechanisms behind dimensionality reduction in parietal cortex need to be clariﬁed, it is possible
that the unidimensionality of some instances of image spaces is the consequence of the ﬂuctuation of (egocentric) attention in
a cognitive space where items are sampled rhythmically [80,134] and orderly organized along 1D gradients [75,130].
However, a strict mapping between dimensionality (1D–2D) and anatomical regions (parietal-hippocampal) may be
too simplistic [75]. For instance, unidimensional temporal succession and duration are also encoded in the hippocampal
formation [3,38,39], particularly in relation to episodic memory organization [135]. It is possible that hippocampal sequential encoding reﬂects the generation of allocentric relational structures [3,94], whereas parietal mental timelines encode the
egocentric organization of events, from a transient deictic point, based on sensorimotor schemas [53,87].
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Figure 2. Low-Dimensional Geometries for Analogical and Abstract Thinking. (A) (Left panel) Multidimensional cognitive maps in which different food dishes are
represented by integrating two different dimensions of experience. (Right panel) 1D representations of single dimensions according to gradients that can be grounded in
sensorimotor experience (e.g., TIME: less time = left, more time = right; VALENCE: negative valence = left, positive valence = right). (B) High-dimensional conceptual space
(left panel) spanning several animal features versus a low-dimensional conceptual space (right panel) spanning only two animal features that allows animal similarity to be
detected along context-relevant dimensions. (C) 2D representational space according to which a job can be similar to a jail (left panel) and can lead to the creation and
understanding of the metaphor 'my job is a jail' (right panel). (D) Examples of metaphorical schemas that are used to represent emotions, knowing, control, and time,
reﬂecting primary metaphors that are based on straightforward experiential correlations.

information about the physical environment comes necessarily through the senses before being
integrated into a global reference frame [79,80], conceptual information may directly be organized
into allocentric spatial schemas without egocentric mediation.
On the other hand, some interaction is also expected, by analogy to current models of spatial
navigation and memory [80,90]. For instance, allocentric spatial maps are built over time once
sufﬁcient egocentric representations are acquired [80], whereas abstract cognitive maps can,
in some cases, derive from the integration of single image spaces. For instance, a complex relational structure (ANBNCNDNE; where 'N' indicates 'bigger than') may be constructed from the
experience of single comparison pairs (ANB; CND; BNC). Although there is evidence that both
the hippocampal formation and the parietal cortex play a crucial role in this process [91–94],
their relative functions are still not clearly understood.
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Different frames of reference may emerge in the same conceptual space. By analogy with spatial
navigation, the egocentric perspective in abstract feature spaces may be indexed by tracking the
relative heading direction with respect to a navigational goal [47], or by the similarity between
adjacent navigational paths (with a similar 'point of view' [20]), on the side of typical allocentric
neural signatures (e.g., hexadirectional symmetry [34–36]). Related to this, whether and how
newly learned image spaces can alter the geometry of more stable cognitive maps in long-term
memory will be an interesting topic of investigation for future research. Finally, as recently suggested [95], the interaction of different frames of reference may lay the ground for the development of Theory of Mind, a fundamental process in social cognition where it is necessary to
consider one’s own beliefs (egocentric) in the context of other’s belief systems (allocentric), and
assume the points of view of different people (allocentric–egocentric combined).

The Curse of Dimensionality and the Functions of Spatial Mapping
What are the functions of cognitive maps and image spaces? We have presented lowdimensional spaces as a means to organize conceptual knowledge in the brain. However, the
objects that populate the physical world are extremely diverse and differ from each other along
a large number of dimensions [96–98]. Indeed, there is increasing agreement that semantic
representations can be modeled as points in high-dimensional spaces that span both concrete and abstract dimensions (Box 4), and high-dimensional representational geometries have
proved to be very effective in predicting the neural activity related to semantic representations
[96,99], in some cases up to the single-item level [100,101].
However, the limits of low-dimensional spaces in representing conceptual knowledge highlight, at
the same time, their advantages in organizing and manipulating it: high-dimensional representations in semantic memory will be of very limited use if some of these dimensions cannot not be
selected and isolated from the others. High-dimensional heterogeneous compounds, by spanning several domains of experience, provide conceptual geometries that are abstracted from
every given particular experience and can be relatively unpractical. Consider, as an example,
the problem of deciding which animals are more or less similar to dogs. This is easy when you
only need to consider one or two dimensions (e.g., size and playfulness), but almost impossible
when you must consider dozens of dimensions (including ﬂufﬁness, intelligence, docility, speed,
eating habits, etc.; Figure 2B).

Box 4. High-Dimensional Geometries behind Semantic and Perceptual Knowledge
The objects that populate the physical world are extremely diverse and differ from each other along a great number of
dimensions, as do concepts in our mind [96,136]. Semantic memory is likely to rely on high-dimensional geometries that
can encode several perceptual, functional, and abstract features (e.g., Is it an animal? Does it ﬂy? Lives in Africa? [97]).
Such complexity can be captured by representational geometries in high-dimensional spaces [96,97,137]. In these representational spaces each point (i.e., each concept) is a vector that contains the coordinate values for each of the dimensions
that constitute that space. Feature dimensions would be different according to the level of representation and the brain
region involved [136,138]. For instance, dimensions in association cortices can be features coming from modality-speciﬁc
(visual, sensory) and domain-speciﬁc (faces, scene, social cognition) regions, thus providing a domain-general and highdimensional representational space that spans different perceptual, emotional, or functional features [96,99]. On the other
hand, modeling the representational space of modality- or domain-speciﬁc regions requires a more homogeneous highdimensional space. For instance, modeling representational spaces in visual areas (e.g., V1/V2) would require dimensions
representing low-level visual features such as color, orientation, texture, brightness, etc. [139,140], and in all (or many of)
their possible combinations, to allow high-resolution perceptual distinctions. Similarly, in language-related areas, semantic
relationships may be represented on the basis of the multidimensional spaces created by words in relationship with other
words (such as in a dictionary or thesaurus), that can be captured by hundreds of co-occurrence vectors across a large
corpora of text documents that reﬂect what we usually say and read [100]. High-dimensional cognitive spaces are a direct
computational solution that support, on the one hand, ﬁne-grained perceptual and conceptual distinctions in domainspeciﬁc regions, and, on the other hand, integrated and domain-general representations in association cortex.
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In more formal terms, people refer to this problem as to 'the curse of dimensionality' [102]. Information becomes sparse and patterns get lost in high-dimensional spaces. Objects with similar properties cluster together when relatively few dimensions are concerned, but in high-dimensional
spaces all objects appear to be different from the others in many ways, and the distances between
all pairs of points (e.g., dog–cat, dog–coyote, dog–shark) becomes almost equal [103]. Thus, when
the objective is to organize information efﬁciently to ﬁnd patterns that are relevant for a given
context, low-dimensional topological conﬁgurations such as cognitive maps and image spaces
become handy. In low-dimensional spaces similarities and differences become clear and patterns
appear. Conclusions such as 'A pot-bellied pig can be a good pet, pretty much like a dog', could
hardly be drawn out of a high-dimensional representational space (Figure 2B).
Low-dimensional cognitive maps and image spaces may have a key role in the remarkable
human ability of making analogies (in its most general sense, the ability to think about pattern
similarity across domains). After all, making analogies involves ignoring the (many) differences
and focusing on the (few) similarities between entities [104]. Consider the analogy 'My job is a
jail' (Figure 2C): to understand it, one must ignore the many dimensions in which jobs and jails
are often different (e.g., salary, guards, barbed wire, privacy) and focus on the dimensions
that can make them similar, such as lack of freedom or loneliness [105]. Similarly to dogs
and pot-bellied pigs, jobs and jails will never be similar in a high-dimensional semantic space.
Low-dimensional cognitive maps may be important to create analogies between objects
and events that may be far in our experience, but that can be compared along a few selected
dimensions [104].
Low-dimensional image spaces, nevertheless, may facilitate primary conceptual metaphors
that scaffold several abstract domains (e.g., time, numerosity, or emotions) on the basis of
grounded sensorimotor experience [11,52]. Across languages and cultures, egocentric sensorimotor experience is a productive source of metaphors (Figure 2D), both along self-centered
unidimensional spatial axes: 'You have a bright future in front of you' (TIME is SPACE), 'I feel
depressed' (BAD is DOWN), 'Prices are rising' (MORE is UP); as well as in general perception
and action: 'I see things more clearly' (KNOWING is SEEING), 'I am carefully dismantling this
theory' (THINKING is ACTION), etc. These metaphorical schemas are largely based on dimensions that are correlated with spatial experience (e.g., I move through time while I move through
space [53,87]), or that carry some iconic resemblance with sensorimotor experience (both dismantling a mechanism and dismantling a theory require controlled and ﬁne-grained movements of attention). Thus, primary metaphors (e.g., INTIMACY is CLOSENESS, MORE is UP,
KNOWING is SEEING) that are based on 'straightforward experiential correlations' ([71],
p. 1196) may be particularly facilitated by image spaces, whereas more abstracted metaphorical
mapping such as 'LOVE is a JOURNEY' or 'OLD AGE is like WINTER', which hold a more complex
and arguably multidimensional analogical structure, may rely on the additional activation of
cognitive maps.
Analogical thinking and conceptual metaphors have been largely investigated in cognitive science
and neuroscience [52,106]. Although the underlying neural bases of these processes remain
unspeciﬁed, there is compelling evidence that the parahippocampal and inferior parietal areas
play a role in the production and comprehension of novel metaphors [106–108]. The evidence
of a direct hippocampal involvement in metaphorical thinking is more limited [109], although
both the hippocampus and the IPL seem to play a role in relational thinking and transitive inference [94,110], which are the basis of analogical mapping [104,111,112]. In sum, the study of lowdimensional spaces in the hippocampal and parietal cortex could provide exciting neuroscientiﬁc
advances on these topics (see Outstanding Questions).
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Concluding Remarks

Outstanding Questions

We have reviewed evidence that world-centered cognitive maps [2,113] and self-centered image
spaces [52,75,114] provide low-dimensional schemas that are useful for structuring conceptual
knowledge. We have further suggested that cognitive maps and image spaces may be two different instantiations of the propensity of the human mind to create low-dimensional ‘internal
models’ [95] that are useful for organizing, retrieving, and manipulating information. Spatial navigation is made possible by the combination of two different frames of reference that model both
the stable location of objects in the environment, and the self-centered agent that navigates this
environment interacting with the various objects [79]. Likewise, conceptual navigation may rely
not only on the formation of stable multidimensional maps of knowledge across integrated
selected dimensions, but also on the self-centered ﬂexible interaction with this knowledge
modeled after sensorimotor experience and orchestrated by the attentional system.

Can we track simultaneously both
egocentric and allocentric representations
of the same conceptual space?
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